
Democratizing Automation

A feature set designed with business users in mind

Quick start to automation 

StudioX is the perfect tool for simple task automation that 
requires no coding. Get rid of your boring, repetitive tasks by 
building your own automation in no time. 



Project templates

Visual editing

Common scenarios

Native  Office integration

For business users with little to 
no coding experience, looking to 
automate tasks for themselves 
and their immediate teams.

Seamlessly integrated with Excel, Outlook, Word, PDF and 
all the other tools that are essential for business users to 
perform their most urgent tasks.   

Drag and drop activities 

Weather you are working with Word, Outlook, Excel, PDF 
or other web and browser activities, it is easy to drag and 
drop elements onto the canvas and develop your project 
without any coding skills. 

Easy to run attended automation

Integrated into your workflows

With the included attended robot, StudioX allows 
you to easily run either from within the Studio 
interface, or by scheduling and running from the 
UiPath Assistant. 



Governance made simple

The Studio family of products offers organization level 
file-based governance. Adjust the level of control to best 
suite your company setup, and allow your employees the 
liberty to automate in a controlled environment.  

Next generation User Interface automation 


StudioX  identifies elements on screen allowing you 
to automate any desktop or web application you 
work with, combining the power of image 
recognition, OCR and multiple selectors. 

Choose the product that best fits your needs

StudioPro

To test out StudioX or any of the other Studio versions please navigate to the 
UiPath website or reach out to one of our sales colleagues. 

For more details, please visit us at: 

uipath.com/StudioX

Thank you for 
choosing UiPath

For RPA developers looking to 

build complex unattended or 

attended process automations.

Studio

For specialized developers our 

most advanced Studio IDE 

containing testing tools, 

advanced RPA features and 

advanced coding services. 

StudioX

For the business users looking to 

automate tasks for themselves 

and their immediate teams. 


